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ARTICLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Rule 101. Scope; Definitions

(a) Scope. These rules apply to proceedings in United States courts. The specific courts
and proceedings to which the rules apply, along with exceptions, are set out in Rule 1101.
(b) Definitions. In these rules:
(1) “civil case” means a civil action or proceeding;
(2) “criminal case” includes a criminal proceeding;
(3) “public office” includes a public agency;
(4) “record” includes a memorandum, report, or data compilation;
(5) a “rule prescribed by the Supreme Court” means a rule adopted by the Supreme Court
under statutory authority; and
(6) a reference to any kind of written material or any other medium includes electronically
stored information.

Rule 102. Purpose

tra
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Cited by FRE 502
These rules should be construed so as to administer every proceeding fairly, eliminate
unjustifiable expense and delay, and promote the development of evidence law, to the end of
ascertaining the truth and securing a just determination.

Rule 103. Rulings on Evidence

Ex

(a) Preserving a Claim of Error. A party may claim error in a ruling to admit or exclude
evidence only if the error affects a substantial right of the party and:
(1) if the ruling admits evidence, a party, on the record:
(A) timely objects or moves to strike; and
(B) states the specific ground, unless it was apparent from the context; or
(2) if the ruling excludes evidence, a party informs the court of its substance by an offer of
proof, unless the substance was apparent from the context.
(b) Not Needing to Renew an Objection or Offer of Proof. Once the court rules
definitively on the record — either before or at trial — a party need not renew an objection or offer
of proof to preserve a claim of error for appeal.
(c) Court’s Statement About the Ruling; Directing an Offer of Proof. The court may
make any statement about the character or form of the evidence, the objection made, and the ruling.
The court may direct that an offer of proof be made in question-and-answer form.
(d) Preventing the Jury from Hearing Inadmissible Evidence. To the extent practicable,
the court must conduct a jury trial so that inadmissible evidence is not suggested to the jury by any
means.
(e) Taking Notice of Plain Error. A court may take notice of a plain error affecting a
substantial right, even if the claim of error was not properly preserved.
Cited by FRCP 30
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Rule 104. Preliminary Questions

Cited by FRE 1008 & 1101
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(a) In General. The court must decide any preliminary question about whether a witness
is qualified, a privilege exists, or evidence is admissible. In so deciding, the court is not bound by
evidence rules, except those on privilege.
(b) Relevance That Depends on a Fact. When the relevance of evidence depends on
whether a fact exists, proof must be introduced sufficient to support a finding that the fact does
exist. The court may admit the proposed evidence on the condition that the proof be introduced
later.
(c) Conducting a Hearing So That the Jury Cannot Hear It. The court must conduct
any hearing on a preliminary question so that the jury cannot hear it if:
(1) the hearing involves the admissibility of a confession;
(2) a defendant in a criminal case is a witness and so requests; or
(3) justice so requires.
(d) Cross-Examining a Defendant in a Criminal Case. By testifying on a preliminary
question, a defendant in a criminal case does not become subject to cross-examination on other
issues in the case.
(e) Evidence Relevant to Weight and Credibility. This rule does not limit a party’s right
to introduce before the jury evidence that is relevant to the weight or credibility of other evidence.

Rule 105. Limiting Evidence That Is Not Admissible Against Other Parties or
for Other Purposes

Ex

If the court admits evidence that is admissible against a party or for a purpose — but not
against another party or for another purpose — the court, on timely request, must restrict the
evidence to its proper scope and instruct the jury accordingly.

Rule 106. Remainder of or Related Writings or Recorded Statements
If a party introduces all or part of a writing or recorded statement, an adverse party may
require the introduction, at that time, of any other part — or any other writing or recorded statement
— that in fairness ought to be considered at the same time.

10

ARTICLE II. JUDICIAL NOTICE
Rule 201. Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts
fact.

(a) Scope. This rule governs judicial notice of an adjudicative fact only, not a legislative
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(b) Kinds of Facts That May Be Judicially Noticed. The court may judicially notice a
fact that is not subject to reasonable dispute because it:
(1) is generally known within the trial court’s territorial jurisdiction; or
(2) can be accurately and readily determined from sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned.
(c) Taking Notice. The court:
(1) may take judicial notice on its own; or
(2) must take judicial notice if a party requests it and the court is supplied with the
necessary information.
(d) Timing. The court may take judicial notice at any stage of the proceeding.
(e) Opportunity to Be Heard. On timely request, a party is entitled to be heard on the
propriety of taking judicial notice and the nature of the fact to be noticed. If the court takes judicial
notice before notifying a party, the party, on request, is still entitled to be heard.
(f) Instructing the Jury. In a civil case, the court must instruct the jury to accept the
noticed fact as conclusive. In a criminal case, the court must instruct the jury that it may or may
not accept the noticed fact as conclusive.
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ARTICLE III. PRESUMPTIONS IN CIVIL CASES
Rule 301. Presumptions in Civil Cases Generally
In a civil case, unless a federal statute or these rules provide otherwise, the party against
whom a presumption is directed has the burden of producing evidence to rebut the presumption.
But this rule does not shift the burden of persuasion, which remains on the party who had it
originally.

Rule 302. Applying State Law to Presumptions in Civil Cases
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In a civil case, state law governs the effect of a presumption regarding a claim or defense
for which state law supplies the rule of decision.
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ARTICLE IV. RELEVANCE AND ITS LIMITS
Rule 401. Test for Relevant Evidence
Evidence is relevant if:
(a) it has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the
evidence; and
(b) the fact is of consequence in determining the action.

Rule 402. General Admissibility of Relevant Evidence

tra
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Relevant evidence is admissible unless any of the following provides otherwise:
 the United States Constitution;
 a federal statute;
 these rules; or
 other rules prescribed by the Supreme Court.
Irrelevant evidence is not admissible.
Cited by FRCP 26

Rule 403. Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of
Time, or Other Reasons

Ex

The court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed
by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the
jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.
Cited by FRE 609 & FRCP 26

Rule 404. Character Evidence; Other Crimes, Wrongs or Acts
(a) Character Evidence.
(1) Prohibited Uses. Evidence of a person’s character or character trait is not admissible to
prove that on a particular occasion the person acted in accordance with the character or trait.
(2) Exceptions for a Defendant or Victim in a Criminal Case. The following exceptions
apply in a criminal case:
(A) a defendant may offer evidence of the defendant’s pertinent trait, and if the evidence
is admitted, the prosecutor may offer evidence to rebut it;
(B) subject to the limitations in Rule 412, a defendant may offer evidence of an alleged
victim’s pertinent trait, and if the evidence is admitted, the prosecutor may:
(i) offer evidence to rebut it; and
(ii) offer evidence of the defendant’s same trait; and
13
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(C) in a homicide case, the prosecutor may offer evidence of the alleged victim’s trait of
peacefulness to rebut evidence that the victim was the first aggressor.
(3) Exceptions for a Witness. Evidence of a witness’s character may be admitted under
Rules 607, 608, and 609.
(b) Other Crimes, Wrongs, or Acts.
(1) Prohibited Uses. Evidence of any other crime, wrong, or act is not admissible to prove
a person’s character in order to show that on a particular occasion the person acted in accordance
with the character.
(2) Permitted Uses. This evidence may be admissible for another purpose, such as proving
motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, absence of mistake, or lack of
accident.
(3) Notice in a Criminal Case. In a criminal case, the prosecutor must:
(A) provide reasonable notice of any such evidence that the prosecutor intends to offer at
trial, so that the defendant has a fair opportunity to meet it;
(B) articulate in the notice the permitted purpose for which the prosecutor intends to offer
the evidence and the reason that supports the purpose; and
(C) do so in writing before trial — or in any form during trial if the court, for good cause,
excuses lack of pretrial notice.

Rule 405. Methods of Proving Character

Ex

(a) By Reputation or Opinion. When evidence of a person’s character or character trait
is admissible, it may be proved by testimony about the person’s reputation or by testimony in the
form of an opinion. On cross-examination of the character witness, the court may allow an inquiry
into relevant specific instances of the person’s conduct.
(b) By Specific Instances of Conduct. When a person’s character or character trait is an
essential element of a charge, claim, or defense, the character or trait may also be proved by
relevant specific instances of the person’s conduct.

Rule 406. Habit; Routine Practice

Evidence of a person’s habit or an organization’s routine practice may be admitted to prove
that on a particular occasion the person or organization acted in accordance with the habit or
routine practice. The court may admit this evidence regardless of whether it is corroborated or
whether there was an eyewitness.

Rule 407. Subsequent Remedial Measures
When measures are taken that would have made an earlier injury or harm less likely to
occur, evidence of the subsequent measures is not admissible to prove:
 negligence;
 culpable conduct;
 a defect in a product or its design; or
 a need for a warning or instruction.
14

But the court may admit this evidence for another purpose, such as impeachment or — if
disputed — proving ownership, control, or the feasibility of precautionary measures.

Rule 408. Compromise Offers and Negotiations
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(a) Prohibited Uses. Evidence of the following is not admissible — on behalf of any party
— either to prove or disprove the validity or amount of a disputed claim or to impeach by a prior
inconsistent statement or a contradiction:
(1) furnishing, promising, or offering — or accepting, promising to accept, or offering to
accept — a valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to compromise the claim; and
(2) conduct or a statement made during compromise negotiations about the claim — except
when offered in a criminal case and when the negotiations related to a claim by a public office in
the exercise of its regulatory, investigative, or enforcement authority.
(b) Exceptions. The court may admit this evidence for another purpose, such as proving a
witness’s bias or prejudice, negating a contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to obstruct
a criminal investigation or prosecution.

Rule 409. Offers to Pay Medical and Similar Expenses

Evidence of furnishing, promising to pay, or offering to pay medical, hospital, or similar
expenses resulting from an injury is not admissible to prove liability for the injury.

Rule 410. Pleas, Plea Discussions, and Related Statements

Ex

(a) Prohibited Uses. In a civil or criminal case, evidence of the following is not admissible
against the defendant who made the plea or participated in the plea discussions:
(1) a guilty plea that was later withdrawn;
(2) a nolo contendere plea;
(3) a statement made during a proceeding on either of those pleas under Federal Rule of
Criminal Procedure 11 or a comparable state procedure; or
(4) a statement made during plea discussions with an attorney for the prosecuting authority
if the discussions did not result in a guilty plea or they resulted in a later-withdrawn guilty plea.
(b) Exceptions. The court may admit a statement described in Rule 410(a)(3) or (4):
(1) in any proceeding in which another statement made during the same plea or plea
discussions has been introduced, if in fairness the statements ought to be considered together; or
(2) in a criminal proceeding for perjury or false statement, if the defendant made the
statement under oath, on the record, and with counsel present.

Rule 411. Liability Insurance
Evidence that a person was or was not insured against liability is not admissible to prove
whether the person acted negligently or otherwise wrongfully. But the court may admit this
evidence for another purpose, such as proving a witness’s bias or prejudice or proving agency,
ownership, or control.
15

Rule 412. Sex-Offense Cases: The Victim’s Sexual Behavior or Predisposition

Ex
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(a) Prohibited Uses. The following evidence is not admissible in a civil or criminal
proceeding involving alleged sexual misconduct:
(1) evidence offered to prove that a victim engaged in other sexual behavior; or
(2) evidence offered to prove a victim’s sexual predisposition.
(b) Exceptions.
(1) Criminal Cases. The court may admit the following evidence in a criminal case:
(A) evidence of specific instances of a victim’s sexual behavior, if offered to prove that
someone other than the defendant was the source of semen, injury, or other physical evidence;
(B) evidence of specific instances of a victim’s sexual behavior with respect to the person
accused of the sexual misconduct, if offered by the defendant to prove consent or if offered by the
prosecutor; and
(C) evidence whose exclusion would violate the defendant’s constitutional rights.
(2) Civil Cases. In a civil case, the court may admit evidence offered to prove a victim’s
sexual behavior or sexual predisposition if its probative value substantially outweighs the danger
of harm to any victim and of unfair prejudice to any party. The court may admit evidence of a
victim’s reputation only if the victim has placed it in controversy.
(c) Procedure to Determine Admissibility.
(1) Motion. If a party intends to offer evidence under Rule 412(b), the party must:
(A) file a motion that specifically describes the evidence and states the purpose for which
it is to be offered;
(B) do so at least 14 days before trial unless the court, for good cause, sets a different time;
(C) serve the motion on all parties; and
(D) notify the victim or, when appropriate, the victim’s guardian or representative.
(2) Hearing. Before admitting evidence under this rule, the court must conduct an in
camera hearing and give the victim and parties a right to attend and be heard. Unless the court
orders otherwise, the motion, related materials, and the record of the hearing must be and remain
sealed.
(d) Definition of “Victim.” In this rule, “victim” includes an alleged victim.
Cited by FRE 404

Rule 413. Similar Crimes in Sexual-Assault Cases
(a) Permitted Uses. In a criminal case in which a defendant is accused of a sexual assault,
the court may admit evidence that the defendant committed any other sexual assault. The evidence
may be considered on any matter to which it is relevant.
(b) Disclosure to the Defendant. If the prosecutor intends to offer this evidence, the
prosecutor must disclose it to the defendant, including witnesses’ statements or a summary of the
expected testimony. The prosecutor must do so at least 15 days before trial or at a later time that
the court allows for good cause.
(c) Effect on Other Rules. This rule does not limit the admission or consideration of
evidence under any other rule.
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(d) Definition of “Sexual Assault.” In this rule and Rule 415, “sexual assault” means a
crime under federal law or under state law (as “state” is defined in 18 U.S.C. § 513) involving:
(1) any conduct prohibited by 18 U.S.C. chapter 109A;
(2) contact, without consent, between any part of the defendant’s body — or an object —
and another person’s genitals or anus;
(3) contact, without consent, between the defendant’s genitals or anus and any part of
another person’s body;
(4) deriving sexual pleasure or gratification from inflicting death, bodily injury, or physical
pain on another person; or
(5) an attempt or conspiracy to engage in conduct described in subparagraphs (1)–(4).
Cited by FRE 415

Rule 414. Similar Crimes in Child Molestation Cases

Ex
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(a) Permitted Uses. In a criminal case in which a defendant is accused of child molestation,
the court may admit evidence that the defendant committed any other child molestation. The
evidence may be considered on any matter to which it is relevant.
(b) Disclosure to the Defendant. If the prosecutor intends to offer this evidence, the
prosecutor must disclose it to the defendant, including witnesses’ statements or a summary of the
expected testimony. The prosecutor must do so at least 15 days before trial or at a later time that
the court allows for good cause.
(c) Effect on Other Rules. This rule does not limit the admission or consideration of
evidence under any other rule.
(d) Definition of “Child” and “Child Molestation.” In this rule and Rule 415:
(1) “child” means a person below the age of 14; and
(2) “child molestation” means a crime under federal law or under state law (as “state” is
defined in 18 U.S.C. § 513) involving:
(A) any conduct prohibited by 18 U.S.C. chapter 109A and committed with a child;
(B) any conduct prohibited by 18 U.S.C. chapter 110;
(C) contact between any part of the defendant’s body — or an object — and a child’s
genitals or anus;
(D) contact between the defendant’s genitals or anus and any part of a child’s body;
(E) deriving sexual pleasure or gratification from inflicting death, bodily injury, or physical
pain on a child; or
(F) an attempt or conspiracy to engage in conduct described in subparagraphs (A)–(E).
Cited by FRE 415

Rule 415. Similar Acts in Civil Cases Involving Sexual Assault or Child
Molestation
(a) Permitted Uses. In a civil case involving a claim for relief based on a party’s alleged
sexual assault or child molestation, the court may admit evidence that the party committed any
other sexual assault or child molestation. The evidence may be considered as provided in Rules
413 and 414.
17

(b) Disclosure to the Opponent. If a party intends to offer this evidence, the party must
disclose it to the party against whom it will be offered, including witnesses’ statements or a
summary of the expected testimony. The party must do so at least 15 days before trial or at a later
time that the court allows for good cause.
(c) Effect on Other Rules. This rule does not limit the admission or consideration of
evidence under any other rule.
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Cited by FRE 413, 414
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TITLE I. SCOPE OF RULES; FORM OF ACTION
Rule 1. Scope and Purpose
These rules govern the procedure in all civil actions and proceedings in the United States
district courts, except as stated in Rule 81. They should be construed, administered, and employed
by the court and the parties to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every
action and proceeding.
(As amended Dec. 29, 1948, eff. Oct. 20, 1949; Feb. 28, 1966, eff. July 1, 1966; Apr. 22, 1993,
eff. Dec. 1, 1993; Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007; Apr. 29, 2015, eff. Dec. 1, 2015.)
Cited by FRCP 86
Rule 2. One Form of Action
There is one form of action—the civil action.

Ex

Cited by FRCP 86
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(As amended Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007.)
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TITLE II. COMMENCING AN ACTION; SERVICE OF PROCESS, PLEADINGS,
MOTIONS, AND ORDERS
Rule 3. Commencing an Action
A civil action is commenced by filing a complaint with the court.
(As amended Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007.)
Cited by FRCP 86
Rule 4. Summons
(a) Contents; Amendments.
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(1) Contents. A summons must:
(A) name the court and the parties;
(B) be directed to the defendant;
(C) state the name and address of the plaintiff's attorney or—if
unrepresented—of the plaintiff;
(D) state the time within which the defendant must appear and defend;
(E) notify the defendant that a failure to appear and defend will result in a
default judgment against the defendant for the relief demanded in the
complaint;
(F) be signed by the clerk; and
(G) bear the court's seal.

Ex

(2) Amendments. The court may permit a summons to be amended.

(b) Issuance. On or after filing the complaint, the plaintiff may present a summons to the
clerk for signature and seal. If the summons is properly completed, the clerk must sign, seal, and
issue it to the plaintiff for service on the defendant. A summons—or a copy of a summons that is
addressed to multiple defendants—must be issued for each defendant to be served.
(c) Service.
(1) In General. A summons must be served with a copy of the complaint. The
plaintiff is responsible for having the summons and complaint served within the
time allowed by Rule 4(m) and must furnish the necessary copies to the person who
makes service.
(2) By Whom. Any person who is at least 18 years old and not a party may serve a
summons and complaint.
(3) By a Marshal or Someone Specially Appointed. At the plaintiff's request, the
court may order that service be made by a United States marshal or deputy marshal
or by a person specially appointed by the court. The court must so order if the
45

plaintiff is authorized to proceed in forma pauperis under 28 U.S.C. §1915 or as a
seaman under 28 U.S.C. §1916.
(d) Waiving Service.
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(1) Requesting a Waiver. An individual, corporation, or association that is subject
to service under Rule 4(e), (f), or (h) has a duty to avoid unnecessary expenses of
serving the summons. The plaintiff may notify such a defendant that an action has
been commenced and request that the defendant waive service of a summons. The
notice and request must:
(A) be in writing and be addressed:
(i) to the individual defendant; or
(ii) for a defendant subject to service under Rule 4(h), to an officer,
a managing or general agent, or any other agent authorized by
appointment or by law to receive service of process;
(B) name the court where the complaint was filed;
(C) be accompanied by a copy of the complaint, 2 copies of the waiver form
appended to this Rule 4, and a prepaid means for returning the form;
(D) inform the defendant, using the form appended to this Rule 4, of the
consequences of waiving and not waiving service;
(E) state the date when the request is sent;
(F) give the defendant a reasonable time of at least 30 days after the request
was sent—or at least 60 days if sent to the defendant outside any judicial
district of the United States—to return the waiver; and
(G) be sent by first-class mail or other reliable means.

Ex

(2) Failure to Waive. If a defendant located within the United States fails, without
good cause, to sign and return a waiver requested by a plaintiff located within the
United States, the court must impose on the defendant:
(A) the expenses later incurred in making service; and
(B) the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, of any motion
required to collect those service expenses.
(3) Time to Answer After a Waiver. A defendant who, before being served with
process, timely returns a waiver need not serve an answer to the complaint until 60
days after the request was sent—or until 90 days after it was sent to the defendant
outside any judicial district of the United States.
(4) Results of Filing a Waiver. When the plaintiff files a waiver, proof of service is
not required and these rules apply as if a summons and complaint had been served
at the time of filing the waiver.
(5) Jurisdiction and Venue Not Waived. Waiving service of a summons does not
waive any objection to personal jurisdiction or to venue.

(e) Serving an Individual Within a Judicial District of the United States. Unless federal law
46

provides otherwise, an individual—other than a minor, an incompetent person, or a person whose
waiver has been filed—may be served in a judicial district of the United States by:
(1) following state law for serving a summons in an action brought in courts of
general jurisdiction in the state where the district court is located or where service
is made; or
(2) doing any of the following:
(A) delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the individual
personally;
(B) leaving a copy of each at the individual's dwelling or usual place of
abode with someone of suitable age and discretion who resides there; or
(C) delivering a copy of each to an agent authorized by appointment or by
law to receive service of process.
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(f) Serving an Individual in a Foreign Country. Unless federal law provides otherwise, an
individual—other than a minor, an incompetent person, or a person whose waiver has been filed—
may be served at a place not within any judicial district of the United States:
(1) by any internationally agreed means of service that is reasonably calculated to
give notice, such as those authorized by the Hague Convention on the Service
Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents;

Ex

(2) if there is no internationally agreed means, or if an international agreement
allows but does not specify other means, by a method that is reasonably calculated
to give notice:
(A) as prescribed by the foreign country's law for service in that country in
an action in its courts of general jurisdiction;
(B) as the foreign authority directs in response to a letter rogatory or letter
of request; or
(C) unless prohibited by the foreign country's law, by:
(i) delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the
individual personally; or
(ii) using any form of mail that the clerk addresses and sends to the
individual and that requires a signed receipt; or

(3) by other means not prohibited by international agreement, as the court orders.
(g) Serving a Minor or an Incompetent Person. A minor or an incompetent person in a
judicial district of the United States must be served by following state law for serving a summons
or like process on such a defendant in an action brought in the courts of general jurisdiction of the
state where service is made. A minor or an incompetent person who is not within any judicial
district of the United States must be served in the manner prescribed by Rule 4(f)(2)(A), (f)(2)(B),
or (f)(3).
(h) Serving a Corporation, Partnership, or Association. Unless federal law provides
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otherwise or the defendant's waiver has been filed, a domestic or foreign corporation, or a
partnership or other unincorporated association that is subject to suit under a common name, must
be served:
(1) in a judicial district of the United States:
(A) in the manner prescribed by Rule 4(e)(1) for serving an individual; or
(B) by delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to an officer,
a managing or general agent, or any other agent authorized by appointment
or by law to receive service of process and—if the agent is one authorized
by statute and the statute so requires—by also mailing a copy of each to the
defendant; or
(2) at a place not within any judicial district of the United States, in any manner
prescribed by Rule 4(f) for serving an individual, except personal delivery
under (f)(2)(C)(i).
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(i) Serving the United States and Its Agencies, Corporations, Officers, or Employees.
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(1) United States. To serve the United States, a party must:
(A)
(i) deliver a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the United
States attorney for the district where the action is brought—or to an
assistant United States attorney or clerical employee whom the
United States attorney designates in a writing filed with the court
clerk—or
(ii) send a copy of each by registered or certified mail to the civilprocess clerk at the United States attorney's office;
(B) send a copy of each by registered or certified mail to the Attorney
General of the United States at Washington, D.C.; and
(C) if the action challenges an order of a nonparty agency or officer of the
United States, send a copy of each by registered or certified mail to the
agency or officer.

(2) Agency; Corporation; Officer or Employee Sued in an Official Capacity. To
serve a United States agency or corporation, or a United States officer or employee
sued only in an official capacity, a party must serve the United States and also send
a copy of the summons and of the complaint by registered or certified mail to the
agency, corporation, officer, or employee.
(3) Officer or Employee Sued Individually. To serve a United States officer or
employee sued in an individual capacity for an act or omission occurring in
connection with duties performed on the United States’ behalf (whether or not the
officer or employee is also sued in an official capacity), a party must serve the
United States and also serve the officer or employee under Rule 4(e), (f), or (g).

(4) Extending Time. The court must allow a party a reasonable time to cure its
failure to:
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(A) serve a person required to be served under Rule 4(i)(2), if the party has
served either the United States attorney or the Attorney General of the
United States; or
(B) serve the United States under Rule 4(i)(3), if the party has served the
United States officer or employee.
(j) Serving a Foreign, State, or Local Government.
(1) Foreign State. A foreign state or its political subdivision, agency, or
instrumentality must be served in accordance with 28 U.S.C. §1608.
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(2) State or Local Government. A state, a municipal corporation, or any other statecreated governmental organization that is subject to suit must be served by:
(A) delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to its chief
executive officer; or
(B) serving a copy of each in the manner prescribed by that state's law for
serving a summons or like process on such a defendant.
(k) Territorial Limits of Effective Service.
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(1) In General. Serving a summons or filing a waiver of service establishes
personal jurisdiction over a defendant:
(A) who is subject to the jurisdiction of a court of general jurisdiction in the
state where the district court is located;
(B) who is a party joined under Rule 14 or 19 and is served within a judicial
district of the United States and not more than 100 miles from where the
summons was issued; or
(C) when authorized by a federal statute.

(2) Federal Claim Outside State-Court Jurisdiction. For a claim that arises under
federal law, serving a summons or filing a waiver of service establishes personal
jurisdiction over a defendant if:
(A) the defendant is not subject to jurisdiction in any state's courts of general
jurisdiction; and
(B) exercising jurisdiction is consistent with the United States Constitution
and laws.

(l) Proving Service.
(1) Affidavit Required. Unless service is waived, proof of service must be made to
the court. Except for service by a United States marshal or deputy marshal, proof
must be by the server's affidavit.
(2) Service Outside the United States. Service not within any judicial district of the
United States must be proved as follows:
(A) if made under Rule 4(f)(1), as provided in the applicable treaty or
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convention; or
(B) if made under Rule 4(f)(2) or (f)(3), by a receipt signed by the
addressee, or by other evidence satisfying the court that the summons and
complaint were delivered to the addressee.
(3) Validity of Service; Amending Proof. Failure to prove service does not affect
the validity of service. The court may permit proof of service to be amended.
(m) Time Limit for Service. If a defendant is not served within 90 days after the complaint
is filed, the court—on motion or on its own after notice to the plaintiff—must dismiss the action
without prejudice against that defendant or order that service be made within a specified time. But
if the plaintiff shows good cause for the failure, the court must extend the time for service for an
appropriate period. This subdivision (m) does not apply to service in a foreign country under Rule
4(f), 4(h)(2), or 4(j)(1) or to service of a notice under Rule 71.1(d)(3)(A).
(n) Asserting Jurisdiction over Property or Assets.
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(1) Federal Law. The court may assert jurisdiction over property if authorized by a
federal statute. Notice to claimants of the property must be given as provided in the
statute or by serving a summons under this rule.
(2) State Law. On a showing that personal jurisdiction over a defendant cannot be
obtained in the district where the action is brought by reasonable efforts to serve a
summons under this rule, the court may assert jurisdiction over the defendant's
assets found in the district. Jurisdiction is acquired by seizing the assets under the
circumstances and in the manner provided by state law in that district.
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(As amended Jan. 21, 1963, eff. July 1, 1963; Feb. 28, 1966, eff. July 1, 1966; Apr. 29, 1980, eff.
Aug. 1, 1980; Pub. L. 97–462, §2, Jan. 12, 1983, 96 Stat. 2527; Mar. 2, 1987, eff. Aug. 1, 1987;
Apr. 22, 1993, eff. Dec. 1, 1993; Apr. 17, 2000, eff. Dec. 1, 2000; Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1,
2007; Apr. 29, 2015, eff. Dec. 1, 2015; Apr. 28, 2016, eff. Dec 1, 2016.)
Cited by FRCP 4.1, 5, 12, 15, 25, 27, 71.1, & 86
Rule 4.1. Serving Other Process

(a) In General. Process—other than a summons under Rule 4 or a subpoena under Rule
45—must be served by a United States marshal or deputy marshal or by a person specially
appointed for that purpose. It may be served anywhere within the territorial limits of the state
where the district court is located and, if authorized by a federal statute, beyond those limits. Proof
of service must be made under Rule 4(l).
(b) Enforcing Orders: Committing for Civil Contempt. An order committing a person for
civil contempt of a decree or injunction issued to enforce federal law may be served and enforced
in any district. Any other order in a civil-contempt proceeding may be served only in the state
where the issuing court is located or elsewhere in the United States within 100 miles from where
the order was issued.
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(As added Apr. 22, 1993, eff. Dec. 1, 1993; amended Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007.)
Cited by FRCP 86
Rule 5. Serving and Filing Pleadings and Other Papers
(a) Service: When Required.
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(1) In General. Unless these rules provide otherwise, each of the following papers
must be served on every party:
(A) an order stating that service is required;
(B) a pleading filed after the original complaint, unless the court orders
otherwise under Rule 5(c) because there are numerous defendants;
(C) a discovery paper required to be served on a party, unless the court
orders otherwise;
(D) a written motion, except one that may be heard ex parte; and
(E) a written notice, appearance, demand, or offer of judgment, or any
similar paper.
(2) If a Party Fails to Appear. No service is required on a party who is in default
for failing to appear. But a pleading that asserts a new claim for relief against such
a party must be served on that party under Rule 4.
(3) Seizing Property. If an action is begun by seizing property and no person is or
need be named as a defendant, any service required before the filing of an
appearance, answer, or claim must be made on the person who had custody or
possession of the property when it was seized.
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(b) Service: How Made.

(1) Serving an Attorney. If a party is represented by an attorney, service under this
rule must be made on the attorney unless the court orders service on the party.
(2) Service in General. A paper is served under this rule by:
(A) handing it to the person;
(B) leaving it:
(i) at the person's office with a clerk or other person in charge or, if
no one is in charge, in a conspicuous place in the office; or
(ii) if the person has no office or the office is closed, at the person's
dwelling or usual place of abode with someone of suitable age and
discretion who resides there;
(C) mailing it to the person's last known address—in which event service is
complete upon mailing;
(D) leaving it with the court clerk if the person has no known address;
(E) sending it to a registered user by filing it with the court’s electronicfiling system or sending it by other electronic means that the person
consented to in writing—in either of which events service is complete upon
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filing or sending, but is not effective if the filer or sender learns that it did
not reach the person to be served; or
(F) delivering it by any other means that the person consented to in
writing—in which event service is complete when the person making
service delivers it to the agency designated to make delivery.
(3) Using Court Facilities. [Abrogated, eff. Dec 1, 2018.]
(c) Serving Numerous Defendants.
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(1) In General. If an action involves an unusually large number of defendants, the
court may, on motion or on its own, order that:
(A) defendants’ pleadings and replies to them need not be served on other
defendants;
(B) any crossclaim, counterclaim, avoidance, or affirmative defense in those
pleadings and replies to them will be treated as denied or avoided by all
other parties; and
(C) filing any such pleading and serving it on the plaintiff constitutes notice
of the pleading to all parties.
(2) Notifying Parties. A copy of every such order must be served on the parties as
the court directs.
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(d) Filing.
(1) Required Filings; Certificate of Service.
(A) Papers after the Complaint. Any paper after the complaint that is
required to be served must be filed no later than a reasonable time after
service. But disclosures under Rule 26(a)(1) or (2) and the following
discovery requests and responses must not be filed until they are used in the
proceeding or the court orders filing: depositions, interrogatories, requests
for documents or tangible things or to permit entry onto land, and requests
for admission.
(B) Certificate of Service. No certificate of service is required when a paper
is served by filing it with the court’s electronic-filing system. When a paper
that is required to be served is served by other means:
(i) if the paper is filed, a certificate of service must be filed with it
or within a reasonable time after service; and
(ii) if the paper is not filed, a certificate of service need not be filed
unless filing is required by court order or by local rule.
(2) Nonelectronic Filing. A paper not filed electronically is filed by delivering it:
(A) to the clerk; or
(B) to a judge who agrees to accept it for filing, and who must then note
the filing date on the paper and promptly send it to the clerk.
(3) Electronic Filing and Signing.
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(A) By a Represented Person—Generally Required; Exceptions. A
person represented by an attorney must file electronically, unless
nonelectronic filing is allowed by the court for good cause or is allowed or
required by local rule.
(B) By an Unrepresented Person—When Allowed or Required. A person
not represented by an attorney:
(i) may file electronically only if allowed by court order or by local
rule; and
(ii) may be required to file electronically only by court order, or by
a local rule that includes reasonable exceptions.
(C) Signing. A filing made through a person’s electronic-filing account and
authorized by that person, together with that person’s name on a signature
block, constitutes the person’s signature.
(D) Same as a Written Paper. A paper filed electronically is a written paper
for purposes of these rules.
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(4) Acceptance by the Clerk. The clerk must not refuse to file a paper solely because
it is not in the form prescribed by these rules or by a local rule or practice.
(As amended Jan. 21, 1963, eff. July 1, 1963; Mar. 30, 1970, eff. July 1, 1970; Apr. 29, 1980,
eff. Aug. 1, 1980; Mar. 2, 1987, eff. Aug. 1, 1987; Apr. 30, 1991, eff. Dec. 1, 1991; Apr. 22,
1993, eff. Dec. 1, 1993; Apr. 23, 1996, eff. Dec. 1, 1996; Apr. 17, 2000, eff. Dec. 1, 2000; Apr.
23, 2001, eff. Dec. 1, 2001; Apr. 12, 2006, eff. Dec. 1, 2006; Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007;
Apr. 26, 2018, eff. Dec. 1, 2018.)
Cited by FRCP 6, 11, 24, 25, 38, 71.1, 77, & 86
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Rule 5.1. Constitutional Challenge to a Statute—Notice, Certification, and Intervention
(a) Notice by a Party. A party that files a pleading, written motion, or other paper drawing
into question the constitutionality of a federal or state statute must promptly:
(1) file a notice of constitutional question stating the question and identifying the
paper that raises it, if:
(A) a federal statute is questioned and the parties do not include the United
States, one of its agencies, or one of its officers or employees in an official
capacity; or
(B) a state statute is questioned and the parties do not include the state, one
of its agencies, or one of its officers or employees in an official capacity;
and
(2) serve the notice and paper on the Attorney General of the United States if a
federal statute is questioned—or on the state attorney general if a state statute is
questioned—either by certified or registered mail or by sending it to an electronic
address designated by the attorney general for this purpose.
(b) Certification by the Court. The court must, under 28 U.S.C. §2403, certify to the
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appropriate attorney general that a statute has been questioned.
(c) Intervention; Final Decision on the Merits. Unless the court sets a later time, the
attorney general may intervene within 60 days after the notice is filed or after the court certifies
the challenge, whichever is earlier. Before the time to intervene expires, the court may reject the
constitutional challenge, but may not enter a final judgment holding the statute unconstitutional.
(d) No Forfeiture. A party's failure to file and serve the notice, or the court's failure to
certify, does not forfeit a constitutional claim or defense that is otherwise timely asserted.
(As added Apr. 12, 2006, eff. Dec. 1, 2006; amended Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007.)
Cited by FRCP 86
Rule 5.2. Privacy Protection For Filings Made with the Court
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(a) Redacted Filings. Unless the court orders otherwise, in an electronic or paper filing
with the court that contains an individual's social-security number, taxpayer-identification number,
or birth date, the name of an individual known to be a minor, or a financial-account number, a
party or nonparty making the filing may include only:
(1) the last four digits of the social-security number and taxpayer-identification
number;
(2) the year of the individual's birth;
(3) the minor's initials; and

Ex

(4) the last four digits of the financial-account number.

(b) Exemptions from the Redaction Requirement. The redaction requirement does not
apply to the following:
(1) a financial-account number that identifies the property allegedly subject to
forfeiture in a forfeiture proceeding;
(2) the record of an administrative or agency proceeding;
(3) the official record of a state-court proceeding;
(4) the record of a court or tribunal, if that record was not subject to the redaction
requirement when originally filed;
(5) a filing covered by Rule 5.2(c) or (d); and
(6) a pro se filing in an action brought under 28 U.S.C. §§2241, 2254, or 2255.
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(c) Limitations on Remote Access to Electronic Files; Social-Security Appeals and
Immigration Cases. Unless the court orders otherwise, in an action for benefits under the Social
Security Act, and in an action or proceeding relating to an order of removal, to relief from removal,
or to immigration benefits or detention, access to an electronic file is authorized as follows:
(1) the parties and their attorneys may have remote electronic access to any part of
the case file, including the administrative record;
(2) any other person may have electronic access to the full record at the courthouse,
but may have remote electronic access only to:
(A) the docket maintained by the court; and
(B) an opinion, order, judgment, or other disposition of the court, but not
any other part of the case file or the administrative record.
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(d) Filings Made Under Seal. The court may order that a filing be made under seal without
redaction. The court may later unseal the filing or order the person who made the filing to file a
redacted version for the public record.
(e) Protective Orders. For good cause, the court may by order in a case:
(1) require redaction of additional information; or

(2) limit or prohibit a nonparty's remote electronic access to a document filed with
the court.
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(f) Option for Additional Unredacted Filing Under Seal. A person making a redacted filing
may also file an unredacted copy under seal. The court must retain the unredacted copy as part of
the record.
(g) Option for Filing a Reference List. A filing that contains redacted information may be
filed together with a reference list that identifies each item of redacted information and specifies
an appropriate identifier that uniquely corresponds to each item listed. The list must be filed under
seal and may be amended as of right. Any reference in the case to a listed identifier will be
construed to refer to the corresponding item of information.
(h) Waiver of Protection of Identifiers. A person waives the protection of Rule 5.2(a) as to
the person's own information by filing it without redaction and not under seal.
(As added Apr. 30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007.)
Cited by [none]
Rule 6. Computing and Extending Time; Time for Motion Papers
(a) Computing Time. The following rules apply in computing any time period specified in
these rules, in any local rule or court order, or in any statute that does not specify a method of
computing time.
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(1) Period Stated in Days or a Longer Unit. When the period is stated in days or a
longer unit of time:
(A) exclude the day of the event that triggers the period;
(B) count every day, including intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and legal
holidays; and
(C) include the last day of the period, but if the last day is a Saturday,
Sunday, or legal holiday, the period continues to run until the end of the
next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.
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(2) Period Stated in Hours. When the period is stated in hours:
(A) begin counting immediately on the occurrence of the event that triggers
the period;
(B) count every hour, including hours during intermediate Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays; and
(C) if the period would end on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the
period continues to run until the same time on the next day that is not a
Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.
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(3) Inaccessibility of the Clerk's Office. Unless the court orders otherwise, if the
clerk's office is inaccessible:
(A) on the last day for filing under Rule 6(a)(1), then the time for filing is
extended to the first accessible day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal
holiday; or
(B) during the last hour for filing under Rule 6(a)(2), then the time for filing
is extended to the same time on the first accessible day that is not a Saturday,
Sunday, or legal holiday.
(4) “Last Day” Defined. Unless a different time is set by a statute, local rule, or
court order, the last day ends:
(A) for electronic filing, at midnight in the court's time zone; and
(B) for filing by other means, when the clerk's office is scheduled to close.

(5) “Next Day” Defined. The “next day” is determined by continuing to count
forward when the period is measured after an event and backward when measured
before an event.
(6) “Legal Holiday” Defined. “Legal holiday” means:
(A) the day set aside by statute for observing New Year's Day, Martin
Luther King Jr.'s Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veterans’ Day,
Thanksgiving Day, or Christmas Day;
(B) any day declared a holiday by the President or Congress; and
(C) for periods that are measured after an event, any other day declared a
holiday by the state where the district court is located.
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(b) Extending Time.
(1) In General. When an act may or must be done within a specified time, the court
may, for good cause, extend the time:
(A) with or without motion or notice if the court acts, or if a request is made,
before the original time or its extension expires; or
(B) on motion made after the time has expired if the party failed to act
because of excusable neglect.
(2) Exceptions. A court must not extend the time to act under Rules 50(b) and (d),
52(b), 59(b), (d), and (e), and 60(b).
(c) Motions, Notices of Hearing, and Affidavits.
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(1) In General. A written motion and notice of the hearing must be served at least
14 days before the time specified for the hearing, with the following exceptions:
(A) when the motion may be heard ex parte;
(B) when these rules set a different time; or
(C) when a court order—which a party may, for good cause, apply for ex
parte—sets a different time.
(2) Supporting Affidavit. Any affidavit supporting a motion must be served with the
motion. Except as Rule 59(c) provides otherwise, any opposing affidavit must be
served at least 7 days before the hearing, unless the court permits service at another
time.
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(d) Additional Time After Certain Kinds of Service. When a party may or must act within
a specified time after being served and service is made under Rule 5(b)(2)(C) (mail), (D) (leaving
with the clerk), or (F) (other means consented to), 3 days are added after the period would
otherwise expire under Rule 6(a).
(As amended Dec. 27, 1946, eff. Mar. 19, 1948; Jan. 21, 1963, eff. July 1, 1963; Feb. 28, 1966,
eff. July 1, 1966; Dec. 4, 1967, eff. July 1, 1968; Mar. 1, 1971, eff. July 1, 1971; Apr. 28, 1983,
eff. Aug. 1, 1983; Apr. 29, 1985, eff. Aug. 1, 1985; Mar. 2, 1987, eff. Aug. 1, 1987; Apr. 26,
1999, eff. Dec. 1, 1999; Apr. 23, 2001, eff. Dec. 1, 2001; Apr. 25, 2005, eff. Dec. 1, 2005; Apr.
30, 2007, eff. Dec. 1, 2007; Mar. 26, 2009, eff. Dec. 1, 2009; Apr. 28, 2016, eff. Dec 1, 2016.)
Cited by FRCP 77 & 86
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28 USC CHAPTER 85—DISTRICT COURTS; JURISDICTION
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Sec.
1330. Actions against foreign states.
1331. Federal question.
1332. Diversity of citizenship; amount in controversy; costs.
1333. Admiralty, maritime and prize cases.
1334. Bankruptcy cases and proceedings.
1335. Interpleader.
1336. Surface Transportation Board's orders.
1337. Commerce and antitrust regulations; amount in controversy, costs.
1338. Patents, plant variety protection, copyrights, mask works, designs, trademarks, and unfair
competition.
1339. Postal matters.
1340. Internal revenue; customs duties.
1341. Taxes by States.
1342. Rate orders of State agencies.
1343. Civil rights and elective franchise.
1344. Election disputes.
1345. United States as plaintiff.
1346. United States as defendant.
1347. Partition action where United States is joint tenant.
1348. Banking association as party.
1349. Corporation organized under federal law as party.
1350. Alien's action for tort.
1351. Consuls, vice consuls, and members of a diplomatic mission as defendant.
1352. Bonds executed under federal law.
1353. Indian allotments.
1354. Land grants from different states.
1355. Fine, penalty or forfeiture.
1356. Seizures not within admiralty and maritime jurisdiction.
1357. Injuries under Federal laws.
1358. Eminent domain.
1359. Parties collusively joined or made.
1360. State civil jurisdiction in actions to which Indians are parties.
1361. Action to compel an officer of the United States to perform his duty.
1362. Indian tribes.
1363. Jurors' employment rights.
1364. Direct actions against insurers of members of diplomatic missions and their families.
1365. Senate actions.
1366. Construction of references to laws of the United States or Acts of Congress.
1367. Supplemental jurisdiction.
1368. Counterclaims in unfair practices in international trade.
1369. Multiparty, multiforum jurisdiction.
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§1330. Actions against foreign states
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction without regard to amount in controversy
of any nonjury civil action against a foreign state as defined in section 1603(a) of this title as to
any claim for relief in personam with respect to which the foreign state is not entitled to immunity
either under sections 1605–1607 of this title or under any applicable international agreement.
(b) Personal jurisdiction over a foreign state shall exist as to every claim for relief over which
the district courts have jurisdiction under subsection (a) where service has been made under section
1608 of this title.
(c) For purposes of subsection (b), an appearance by a foreign state does not confer personal
jurisdiction with respect to any claim for relief not arising out of any transaction or occurrence
enumerated in sections 1605–1607 of this title.
(Added Pub. L. 94–583, §2(a), Oct. 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2891.)
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§1331. Federal question
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions arising under the
Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 930; Pub. L. 85–554, §1, July 25, 1958, 72 Stat. 415; Pub. L. 94–
574, §2, Oct. 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2721; Pub. L. 96–486, §2(a), Dec. 1, 1980, 94 Stat. 2369.)
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§1332. Diversity of citizenship; amount in controversy; costs
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter in
controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is between—
(1) citizens of different States;
(2) citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of a foreign state, except that the district courts
shall not have original jurisdiction under this subsection of an action between citizens of a State
and citizens or subjects of a foreign state who are lawfully admitted for permanent residence in
the United States and are domiciled in the same State;
(3) citizens of different States and in which citizens or subjects of a foreign state are additional
parties; and
(4) a foreign state, defined in section 1603(a) of this title, as plaintiff and citizens of a State
or of different States.
(b) Except when express provision therefor is otherwise made in a statute of the United States,
where the plaintiff who files the case originally in the Federal courts is finally adjudged to be
entitled to recover less than the sum or value of $75,000, computed without regard to any setoff or
counterclaim to which the defendant may be adjudged to be entitled, and exclusive of interest and
costs, the district court may deny costs to the plaintiff and, in addition, may impose costs on the
plaintiff.
(c) For the purposes of this section and section 1441 of this title—
(1) a corporation shall be deemed to be a citizen of every State and foreign state by which it
has been incorporated and of the State or foreign state where it has its principal place of business,
except that in any direct action against the insurer of a policy or contract of liability insurance,
whether incorporated or unincorporated, to which action the insured is not joined as a partydefendant, such insurer shall be deemed a citizen of—
(A) every State and foreign state of which the insured is a citizen;
(B) every State and foreign state by which the insurer has been incorporated; and
(C) the State or foreign state where the insurer has its principal place of business; and
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(2) the legal representative of the estate of a decedent shall be deemed to be a citizen only of
the same State as the decedent, and the legal representative of an infant or incompetent shall be
deemed to be a citizen only of the same State as the infant or incompetent.
(d)(1) In this subsection—
(A) the term "class" means all of the class members in a class action;
(B) the term "class action" means any civil action filed under rule 23 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure or similar State statute or rule of judicial procedure authorizing an action to be
brought by 1 or more representative persons as a class action;
(C) the term "class certification order" means an order issued by a court approving the
treatment of some or all aspects of a civil action as a class action; and
(D) the term "class members" means the persons (named or unnamed) who fall within the
definition of the proposed or certified class in a class action.
(2) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action in which the matter in
controversy exceeds the sum or value of $5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is a class
action in which—
(A) any member of a class of plaintiffs is a citizen of a State different from any defendant;
(B) any member of a class of plaintiffs is a foreign state or a citizen or subject of a foreign
state and any defendant is a citizen of a State; or
(C) any member of a class of plaintiffs is a citizen of a State and any defendant is a foreign
state or a citizen or subject of a foreign state.
(3) A district court may, in the interests of justice and looking at the totality of the circumstances,
decline to exercise jurisdiction under paragraph (2) over a class action in which greater than onethird but less than two-thirds of the members of all proposed plaintiff classes in the aggregate and
the primary defendants are citizens of the State in which the action was originally filed based on
consideration of—
(A) whether the claims asserted involve matters of national or interstate interest;
(B) whether the claims asserted will be governed by laws of the State in which the action was
originally filed or by the laws of other States;
(C) whether the class action has been pleaded in a manner that seeks to avoid Federal
jurisdiction;
(D) whether the action was brought in a forum with a distinct nexus with the class members,
the alleged harm, or the defendants;
(E) whether the number of citizens of the State in which the action was originally filed in all
proposed plaintiff classes in the aggregate is substantially larger than the number of citizens
from any other State, and the citizenship of the other members of the proposed class is dispersed
among a substantial number of States; and
(F) whether, during the 3-year period preceding the filing of that class action, 1 or more other
class actions asserting the same or similar claims on behalf of the same or other persons have
been filed.
(4) A district court shall decline to exercise jurisdiction under paragraph (2)—
(A)(i) over a class action in which—
(I) greater than two-thirds of the members of all proposed plaintiff classes in the aggregate
are citizens of the State in which the action was originally filed;
(II) at least 1 defendant is a defendant—
(aa) from whom significant relief is sought by members of the plaintiff class;
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(bb) whose alleged conduct forms a significant basis for the claims asserted by the
proposed plaintiff class; and
(cc) who is a citizen of the State in which the action was originally filed; and
(III) principal injuries resulting from the alleged conduct or any related conduct of each
defendant were incurred in the State in which the action was originally filed; and
(ii) during the 3-year period preceding the filing of that class action, no other class action has
been filed asserting the same or similar factual allegations against any of the defendants on
behalf of the same or other persons; or
(B) two-thirds or more of the members of all proposed plaintiff classes in the aggregate, and
the primary defendants, are citizens of the State in which the action was originally filed.
(5) Paragraphs (2) through (4) shall not apply to any class action in which—
(A) the primary defendants are States, State officials, or other governmental entities against
whom the district court may be foreclosed from ordering relief; or
(B) the number of members of all proposed plaintiff classes in the aggregate is less than 100.
(6) In any class action, the claims of the individual class members shall be aggregated to
determine whether the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $5,000,000, exclusive of
interest and costs.
(7) Citizenship of the members of the proposed plaintiff classes shall be determined for purposes
of paragraphs (2) through (6) as of the date of filing of the complaint or amended complaint, or, if
the case stated by the initial pleading is not subject to Federal jurisdiction, as of the date of service
by plaintiffs of an amended pleading, motion, or other paper, indicating the existence of Federal
jurisdiction.
(8) This subsection shall apply to any class action before or after the entry of a class certification
order by the court with respect to that action.
(9) Paragraph (2) shall not apply to any class action that solely involves a claim—
(A) concerning a covered security as defined under 16(f)(3) 1 of the Securities Act of 1933
(15 U.S.C. 78p(f)(3) 2) and section 28(f)(5)(E) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15
U.S.C. 78bb(f)(5)(E));
(B) that relates to the internal affairs or governance of a corporation or other form of business
enterprise and that arises under or by virtue of the laws of the State in which such corporation
or business enterprise is incorporated or organized; or
(C) that relates to the rights, duties (including fiduciary duties), and obligations relating to or
created by or pursuant to any security (as defined under section 2(a)(1) of the Securities Act of
1933 (15 U.S.C. 77b(a)(1)) and the regulations issued thereunder).
(10) For purposes of this subsection and section 1453, an unincorporated association shall be
deemed to be a citizen of the State where it has its principal place of business and the State under
whose laws it is organized.
(11)(A) For purposes of this subsection and section 1453, a mass action shall be deemed to be
a class action removable under paragraphs (2) through (10) if it otherwise meets the provisions of
those paragraphs.
(B)(i) As used in subparagraph (A), the term "mass action" means any civil action (except a
civil action within the scope of section 1711(2)) in which monetary relief claims of 100 or more
persons are proposed to be tried jointly on the ground that the plaintiffs' claims involve common
questions of law or fact, except that jurisdiction shall exist only over those plaintiffs whose claims
in a mass action satisfy the jurisdictional amount requirements under subsection (a).
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(ii) As used in subparagraph (A), the term "mass action" shall not include any civil action in
which—
(I) all of the claims in the action arise from an event or occurrence in the State in which the
action was filed, and that allegedly resulted in injuries in that State or in States contiguous to
that State;
(II) the claims are joined upon motion of a defendant;
(III) all of the claims in the action are asserted on behalf of the general public (and not on
behalf of individual claimants or members of a purported class) pursuant to a State statute
specifically authorizing such action; or
(IV) the claims have been consolidated or coordinated solely for pretrial proceedings.
(C)(i) Any action(s) removed to Federal court pursuant to this subsection shall not thereafter be
transferred to any other court pursuant to section 1407, or the rules promulgated thereunder, unless
a majority of the plaintiffs in the action request transfer pursuant to section 1407.
(ii) This subparagraph will not apply—
(I) to cases certified pursuant to rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; or
(II) if plaintiffs propose that the action proceed as a class action pursuant to rule 23 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
(D) The limitations periods on any claims asserted in a mass action that is removed to Federal
court pursuant to this subsection shall be deemed tolled during the period that the action is pending
in Federal court.
(e) The word "States", as used in this section, includes the Territories, the District of Columbia,
and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 930; July 26, 1956, ch. 740, 70 Stat. 658; Pub. L. 85–554, §2,
July 25, 1958, 72 Stat. 415; Pub. L. 88–439, §1, Aug. 14, 1964, 78 Stat. 445; Pub. L. 94–583, §3,
Oct. 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2891; Pub. L. 100–702, title II, §§201(a), 202(a), 203(a), Nov. 19,
1988, 102 Stat. 4646; Pub. L. 104–317, title II, §205(a), Oct. 19, 1996, 110 Stat. 3850; Pub. L.
109–2, §4(a), Feb. 18, 2005, 119 Stat. 9; Pub. L. 112–63, title I, §§101, 102, Dec. 7, 2011, 125
Stat. 758.)
§1333. Admiralty, maritime and prize cases
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of:
(1) Any civil case of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction, saving to suitors in all cases all other
remedies to which they are otherwise entitled.
(2) Any prize brought into the United States and all proceedings for the condemnation of
property taken as prize.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 931; May 24, 1949, ch. 139, §79, 63 Stat. 101.)
§1334. Bankruptcy cases and proceedings
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, the district courts shall have original
and exclusive jurisdiction of all cases under title 11.
(b) Except as provided in subsection (e)(2), and notwithstanding any Act of Congress that
confers exclusive jurisdiction on a court or courts other than the district courts, the district courts
shall have original but not exclusive jurisdiction of all civil proceedings arising under title 11, or
arising in or related to cases under title 11.
(c)(1) Except with respect to a case under chapter 15 of title 11, nothing in this section prevents
a district court in the interest of justice, or in the interest of comity with State courts or respect for
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State law, from abstaining from hearing a particular proceeding arising under title 11 or arising in
or related to a case under title 11.
(2) Upon timely motion of a party in a proceeding based upon a State law claim or State law
cause of action, related to a case under title 11 but not arising under title 11 or arising in a case
under title 11, with respect to which an action could not have been commenced in a court of the
United States absent jurisdiction under this section, the district court shall abstain from hearing
such proceeding if an action is commenced, and can be timely adjudicated, in a State forum of
appropriate jurisdiction.
(d) Any decision to abstain or not to abstain made under subsection (c) (other than a decision
not to abstain in a proceeding described in subsection (c)(2)) is not reviewable by appeal or
otherwise by the court of appeals under section 158(d), 1291, or 1292 of this title or by the
Supreme Court of the United States under section 1254 of this title. Subsection (c) and this
subsection shall not be construed to limit the applicability of the stay provided for by section 362
of title 11, United States Code, as such section applies to an action affecting the property of the
estate in bankruptcy.
(e) The district court in which a case under title 11 is commenced or is pending shall have
exclusive jurisdiction—
(1) of all the property, wherever located, of the debtor as of the commencement of such case,
and of property of the estate; and
(2) over all claims or causes of action that involve construction of section 327 of title 11,
United States Code, or rules relating to disclosure requirements under section 327.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 931; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, §238(a), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat.
2667; Pub. L. 98–353, title I, §101(a), July 10, 1984, 98 Stat. 333; Pub. L. 99–554, title I, §144(e),
Oct. 27, 1986, 100 Stat. 3096; Pub. L. 101–650, title III, §309(b), Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat.
5113; Pub. L. 103–394, title I, §104(b), Oct. 22, 1994, 108 Stat. 4109; Pub. L. 109–8, title III,
§324(a), title VIII, §802(c)(2), title XII, §1219, Apr. 20, 2005, 119 Stat. 98, 145, 195.)
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§1335. Interpleader
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action of interpleader or in the
nature of interpleader filed by any person, firm, or corporation, association, or society having in
his or its custody or possession money or property of the value of $500 or more, or having issued
a note, bond, certificate, policy of insurance, or other instrument of value or amount of $500 or
more, or providing for the delivery or payment or the loan of money or property of such amount
or value, or being under any obligation written or unwritten to the amount of $500 or more, if
(1) Two or more adverse claimants, of diverse citizenship as defined in subsection (a) or (d)
of section 1332 of this title, are claiming or may claim to be entitled to such money or property, or
to any one or more of the benefits arising by virtue of any note, bond, certificate, policy or other
instrument, or arising by virtue of any such obligation; and if (2) the plaintiff has deposited such
money or property or has paid the amount of or the loan or other value of such instrument or the
amount due under such obligation into the registry of the court, there to abide the judgment of the
court, or has given bond payable to the clerk of the court in such amount and with such surety as
the court or judge may deem proper, conditioned upon the compliance by the plaintiff with the
future order or judgment of the court with respect to the subject matter of the controversy.
(b) Such an action may be entertained although the titles or claims of the conflicting claimants
do not have a common origin, or are not identical, but are adverse to and independent of one
another.
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§1336. Surface Transportation Board's orders
(a) Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, the district courts shall have jurisdiction
of any civil action to enforce, in whole or in part, any order of the Surface Transportation Board,
and to enjoin or suspend, in whole or in part, any order of the Surface Transportation Board for
the payment of money or the collection of fines, penalties, and forfeitures.
(b) When a district court or the United States Court of Federal Claims refers a question or issue
to the Surface Transportation Board for determination, the court which referred the question or
issue shall have exclusive jurisdiction of a civil action to enforce, enjoin, set aside, annul, or
suspend, in whole or in part, any order of the Surface Transportation Board arising out of such
referral.
(c) Any action brought under subsection (b) of this section shall be filed within 90 days from
the date that the order of the Surface Transportation Board becomes final.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 931; Pub. L. 88–513, §1, Aug. 30, 1964, 78 Stat. 695; Pub. L. 93–
584, §1, Jan. 2, 1975, 88 Stat. 1917; Pub. L. 97–164, title I, §128, Apr. 2, 1982, 96 Stat. 39; Pub.
L. 102–572, title IX, §902(b)(1), Oct. 29, 1992, 106 Stat. 4516; Pub. L. 104–88, title III,
§305(a)(1), (2), Dec. 29, 1995, 109 Stat. 944.)
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§1337. Commerce and antitrust regulations; amount in controversy, costs
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action or proceeding arising
under any Act of Congress regulating commerce or protecting trade and commerce against
restraints and monopolies: Provided, however, That the district courts shall have original
jurisdiction of an action brought under section 11706 or 14706 of title 49, only if the matter in
controversy for each receipt or bill of lading exceeds $10,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
(b) Except when express provision therefor is otherwise made in a statute of the United States,
where a plaintiff who files the case under section 11706 or 14706 of title 49, originally in the
Federal courts is finally adjudged to be entitled to recover less than the sum or value of $10,000,
computed without regard to any setoff or counterclaim to which the defendant may be adjudged to
be entitled, and exclusive of any interest and costs, the district court may deny costs to the plaintiff
and, in addition, may impose costs on the plaintiff.
(c) The district courts shall not have jurisdiction under this section of any matter within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of International Trade under chapter 95 of this title.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 931; Pub. L. 95–486, §9(a), Oct. 20, 1978, 92 Stat. 1633; Pub. L.
96–417, title V, §505, Oct. 10, 1980, 94 Stat. 1743; Pub. L. 97–449, §5(f), Jan. 12, 1983, 96 Stat.
2442; Pub. L. 104–88, title III, §305(a)(3), Dec. 29, 1995, 109 Stat. 944.)
§1338. Patents, plant variety protection, copyrights, mask works, designs, trademarks, and
unfair competition
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action arising under any Act
of Congress relating to patents, plant variety protection, copyrights and trademarks. No State court
shall have jurisdiction over any claim for relief arising under any Act of Congress relating to
patents, plant variety protection, or copyrights. For purposes of this subsection, the term "State"
includes any State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Northern Mariana Islands.
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(b) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action asserting a claim of
unfair competition when joined with a substantial and related claim under the copyright, patent,
plant variety protection or trademark laws.
(c) Subsections (a) and (b) apply to exclusive rights in mask works under chapter 9 of title 17,
and to exclusive rights in designs under chapter 13 of title 17, to the same extent as such
subsections apply to copyrights.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 931; Pub. L. 91–577, title III, §143(b), Dec. 24, 1970, 84 Stat.
1559; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, §1020(a)(4), Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4671; Pub. L. 105–304, title
V, §503(b)(1), (2)(A), Oct. 28, 1998, 112 Stat. 2917; Pub. L. 106–113, div. B, §1000(a)(9) [title
III, §3009(1)], Nov. 29, 1999, 113 Stat. 1536, 1501A-551; Pub. L. 112–29, §19(a), Sept. 16,
2011, 125 Stat. 331.)
§1339. Postal matters
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action arising under any Act of
Congress relating to the postal service.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932.)
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§1340. Internal revenue; customs duties
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action arising under any Act of
Congress providing for internal revenue, or revenue from imports or tonnage except matters within
the jurisdiction of the Court of International Trade.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932; Pub. L. 96–417, title V, §501(21), Oct. 10, 1980, 94 Stat.
1742.)
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§1341. Taxes by States
The district courts shall not enjoin, suspend or restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any
tax under State law where a plain, speedy and efficient remedy may be had in the courts of such
State.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932.)
§1342. Rate orders of State agencies
The district courts shall not enjoin, suspend or restrain the operation of, or compliance with, any
order affecting rates chargeable by a public utility and made by a State administrative agency or a
rate-making body of a State political subdivision, where:
(1) Jurisdiction is based solely on diversity of citizenship or repugnance of the order to the
Federal Constitution; and,
(2) The order does not interfere with interstate commerce; and,
(3) The order has been made after reasonable notice and hearing; and,
(4) A plain, speedy and efficient remedy may be had in the courts of such State.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932.)
§1343. Civil rights and elective franchise
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action authorized by law to be
commenced by any person:
(1) To recover damages for injury to his person or property, or because of the deprivation of
any right or privilege of a citizen of the United States, by any act done in furtherance of any
conspiracy mentioned in section 1985 of Title 42;
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(2) To recover damages from any person who fails to prevent or to aid in preventing any
wrongs mentioned in section 1985 of Title 42 which he had knowledge were about to occur and
power to prevent;
(3) To redress the deprivation, under color of any State law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
custom or usage, of any right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution of the United
States or by any Act of Congress providing for equal rights of citizens or of all persons within
the jurisdiction of the United States;
(4) To recover damages or to secure equitable or other relief under any Act of Congress
providing for the protection of civil rights, including the right to vote.
(b) For purposes of this section—
(1) the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a State; and
(2) any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia shall be considered
to be a statute of the District of Columbia.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932; Sept. 3, 1954, ch. 1263, §42, 68 Stat. 1241; Pub. L. 85–
315, part III, §121, Sept. 9, 1957, 71 Stat. 637; Pub. L. 96–170, §2, Dec. 29, 1979, 93 Stat. 1284.)
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§1344. Election disputes
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action to recover possession of
any office, except that of elector of President or Vice President, United States Senator,
Representative in or delegate to Congress, or member of a state legislature, authorized by law to
be commenced, where in it appears that the sole question touching the title to office arises out of
denial of the right to vote, to any citizen offering to vote, on account of race, color or previous
condition of servitude.
The jurisdiction under this section shall extend only so far as to determine the rights of the
parties to office by reason of the denial of the right, guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States and secured by any law, to enforce the right of citizens of the United States to vote in all the
States.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 932.)
§1345. United States as plaintiff
Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, the district courts shall have original
jurisdiction of all civil actions, suits or proceedings commenced by the United States, or by any
agency or officer thereof expressly authorized to sue by Act of Congress.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 933.)
§1346. United States as defendant
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the United States Court
of Federal Claims, of:
(1) Any civil action against the United States for the recovery of any internal-revenue tax
alleged to have been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected, or any penalty claimed to
have been collected without authority or any sum alleged to have been excessive or in any
manner wrongfully collected under the internal-revenue laws;
(2) Any other civil action or claim against the United States, not exceeding $10,000 in
amount, founded either upon the Constitution, or any Act of Congress, or any regulation of an
executive department, or upon any express or implied contract with the United States, or for
liquidated or unliquidated damages in cases not sounding in tort, except that the district courts
shall not have jurisdiction of any civil action or claim against the United States founded upon
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any express or implied contract with the United States or for liquidated or unliquidated damages
in cases not sounding in tort which are subject to sections 7104(b)(1) and 7107(a)(1) of title 41.
For the purpose of this paragraph, an express or implied contract with the Army and Air Force
Exchange Service, Navy Exchanges, Marine Corps Exchanges, Coast Guard Exchanges, or
Exchange Councils of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration shall be considered
an express or implied contract with the United States.
(b)(1) Subject to the provisions of chapter 171 of this title, the district courts, together with the
United States District Court for the District of the Canal Zone and the District Court of the Virgin
Islands, shall have exclusive jurisdiction of civil actions on claims against the United States, for
money damages, accruing on and after January 1, 1945, for injury or loss of property, or personal
injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the
Government while acting within the scope of his office or employment, under circumstances where
the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law
of the place where the act or omission occurred.
(2) No person convicted of a felony who is incarcerated while awaiting sentencing or while
serving a sentence may bring a civil action against the United States or an agency, officer, or
employee of the Government, for mental or emotional injury suffered while in custody without a
prior showing of physical injury or the commission of a sexual act (as defined in section 2246 of
title 18).
(c) The jurisdiction conferred by this section includes jurisdiction of any set-off, counterclaim,
or other claim or demand whatever on the part of the United States against any plaintiff
commencing an action under this section.
(d) The district courts shall not have jurisdiction under this section of any civil action or claim
for a pension.
(e) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action against the United States
provided in section 6226, 6228(a), 7426, or 7428 (in the case of the United States district court for
the District of Columbia) or section 7429 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
(f) The district courts shall have exclusive original jurisdiction of civil actions under section
2409a to quiet title to an estate or interest in real property in which an interest is claimed by the
United States.
(g) Subject to the provisions of chapter 179, the district courts of the United States shall have
exclusive jurisdiction over any civil action commenced under section 453(2) of title 3, by a
covered employee under chapter 5 of such title.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 933; Apr. 25, 1949, ch. 92, §2(a), 63 Stat. 62; May 24, 1949, ch.
139, §80(a), (b), 63 Stat. 101; Oct. 31, 1951, ch. 655, §50(b), 65 Stat. 727; July 30, 1954, ch. 648,
§1, 68 Stat. 589; Pub. L. 85–508, §12(e), July 7, 1958, 72 Stat. 348; Pub. L. 88–519, Aug. 30,
1964, 78 Stat. 699; Pub. L. 89–719, title II, §202(a), Nov. 2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1148; Pub. L. 91–
350, §1(a), July 23, 1970, 84 Stat. 449; Pub. L. 92–562, §1, Oct. 25, 1972, 86 Stat. 1176; Pub. L.
94–455, title XII, §1204(c)(1), title XIII, §1306(b)(7), Oct. 4, 1976, 90 Stat. 1697, 1719; Pub. L.
95–563, §14(a), Nov. 1, 1978, 92 Stat. 2389; Pub. L. 97–164, title I, §129, Apr. 2, 1982, 96 Stat.
39; Pub. L. 97–248, title IV, §402(c)(17), Sept. 3, 1982, 96 Stat. 669; Pub. L. 99–514, §2, Oct. 22,
1986, 100 Stat. 2095; Pub. L. 102–572, title IX, §902(b)(1), Oct. 29, 1992, 106 Stat. 4516; Pub. L.
104–134, title I, §101[(a)] [title VIII, §806], Apr. 26, 1996, 110 Stat. 1321, 1321-75; renumbered
title I, Pub. L. 104–140, §1(a), May 2, 1996, 110 Stat. 1327; Pub. L. 104–331, §3(b)(1), Oct. 26,
1996, 110 Stat. 4069; Pub. L. 111–350, §5(g)(6), Jan. 4, 2011, 124 Stat. 3848; Pub. L. 113–4, title
XI, §1101(b), Mar. 7, 2013, 127 Stat. 134.)
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§1347. Partition action where United States is joint tenant
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action commenced by any tenant
in common or joint tenant for the partition of lands where the United States is one of the tenants
in common or joint tenants.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 933.)
§1348. Banking association as party
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action commenced by the United
States, or by direction of any officer thereof, against any national banking association, any civil
action to wind up the affairs of any such association, and any action by a banking association
established in the district for which the court is held, under chapter 2 of Title 12, to enjoin the
Comptroller of the Currency, or any receiver acting under his direction, as provided by such
chapter.
All national banking associations shall, for the purposes of all other actions by or against them,
be deemed citizens of the States in which they are respectively located.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 933.)
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§1349. Corporation organized under federal law as party
The district courts shall not have jurisdiction of any civil action by or against any corporation
upon the ground that it was incorporated by or under an Act of Congress, unless the United States
is the owner of more than one-half of its capital stock.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934.)
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§1350. Alien's action for tort
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort only,
committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934.)
§1351. Consuls, vice consuls, and members of a diplomatic mission as defendant
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of all
civil actions and proceedings against—
(1) consuls or vice consuls of foreign states; or
(2) members of a mission or members of their families (as such terms are defined in section
2 of the Diplomatic Relations Act).
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934; May 24, 1949, ch. 139, §80(c), 63 Stat. 101; Pub. L. 95–
393, §8(a)(1), Sept. 30, 1978, 92 Stat. 810.)
§1352. Bonds executed under federal law
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, concurrent with State courts, of any action on
a bond executed under any law of the United States, except matters within the jurisdiction of the
Court of International Trade under section 1582 of this title.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934; Pub. L. 96–417, title V, §506, Oct. 10, 1980, 94 Stat. 1743.)
§1353. Indian allotments
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The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action involving the right of any
person, in whole or in part of Indian blood or descent, to any allotment of land under any Act of
Congress or treaty.
The judgment in favor of any claimant to an allotment of land shall have the same effect, when
properly certified to the Secretary of the Interior, as if such allotment had been allowed and
approved by him; but this provision shall not apply to any lands held on or before December 21,
1911, by either of the Five Civilized Tribes, the Osage Nation of Indians, nor to any of the lands
within the Quapaw Indian Agency.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934.)
§1354. Land grants from different states
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of actions between citizens of the same state
claiming lands under grants from different states.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934.)
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§1355. Fine, penalty or forfeiture
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of
any action or proceeding for the recovery or enforcement of any fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise, incurred under any Act of Congress, except matters within the jurisdiction
of the Court of International Trade under section 1582 of this title.
(b)(1) A forfeiture action or proceeding may be brought in—
(A) the district court for the district in which any of the acts or omissions giving rise to the
forfeiture occurred, or
(B) any other district where venue for the forfeiture action or proceeding is specifically
provided for in section 1395 of this title or any other statute.
(2) Whenever property subject to forfeiture under the laws of the United States is located in a
foreign country, or has been detained or seized pursuant to legal process or competent authority of
a foreign government, an action or proceeding for forfeiture may be brought as provided in
paragraph (1), or in the United States District court 1 for the District of Columbia.
(c) In any case in which a final order disposing of property in a civil forfeiture action or
proceeding is appealed, removal of the property by the prevailing party shall not deprive the court
of jurisdiction. Upon motion of the appealing party, the district court or the court of appeals shall
issue any order necessary to preserve the right of the appealing party to the full value of the
property at issue, including a stay of the judgment of the district court pending appeal or requiring
the prevailing party to post an appeal bond.
(d) Any court with jurisdiction over a forfeiture action pursuant to subsection (b) may issue and
cause to be served in any other district such process as may be required to bring before the court
the property that is the subject of the forfeiture action.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934; Pub. L. 96–417, title V, §507, Oct. 10, 1980, 94 Stat.
1743; Pub. L. 102–550, title XV, §1521, Oct. 28, 1992, 106 Stat. 4062.)
1

So in original. Probably should be capitalized.
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§1356. Seizures not within admiralty and maritime jurisdiction
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of any
seizure under any law of the United States on land or upon waters not within admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction, except matters within the jurisdiction of the Court of International Trade
under section 1582 of this title.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934; Pub. L. 96–417, title V, §508, Oct. 10, 1980, 94 Stat. 1743.)
§1357. Injuries under Federal laws
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action commenced by any person
to recover damages for any injury to his person or property on account of any act done by him,
under any Act of Congress, for the protection or collection of any of the revenues, or to enforce
the right of citizens of the United States to vote in any State.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 934.)
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§1358. Eminent domain
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all proceedings to condemn real estate for
the use of the United States or its departments or agencies.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 935.)
§1359. Parties collusively joined or made
A district court shall not have jurisdiction of a civil action in which any party, by assignment or
otherwise, has been improperly or collusively made or joined to invoke the jurisdiction of such
court.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 935.)
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§1360. State civil jurisdiction in actions to which Indians are parties
(a) Each of the States listed in the following table shall have jurisdiction over civil causes of
action between Indians or to which Indians are parties which arise in the areas of Indian country
listed opposite the name of the State to the same extent that such State has jurisdiction over other
civil causes of action, and those civil laws of such State that are of general application to private
persons or private property shall have the same force and effect within such Indian country as they
have elsewhere within the State:
State of
Alaska

Indian country affected
All Indian country within the
State.
All Indian country within the
State.
All Indian country within the
State, except the Red Lake
Reservation.
All Indian country within the
State.

California
Minnesota
Nebraska
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Oregon

All Indian country within the
State, except the Warm Springs
Reservation.
All Indian country within the
State.

Wisconsin
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(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encumbrance, or taxation of any real
or personal property, including water rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or
community that is held in trust by the United States or is subject to a restriction against alienation
imposed by the United States; or shall authorize regulation of the use of such property in a manner
inconsistent with any Federal treaty, agreement, or statute or with any regulation made pursuant
thereto; or shall confer jurisdiction upon the State to adjudicate, in probate proceedings or
otherwise, the ownership or right to possession of such property or any interest therein.
(c) Any tribal ordinance or custom heretofore or hereafter adopted by an Indian tribe, band, or
community in the exercise of any authority which it may possess shall, if not inconsistent with any
applicable civil law of the State, be given full force and effect in the determination of civil causes
of action pursuant to this section.
(Added Aug. 15, 1953, ch. 505, §4, 67 Stat. 589; amended Aug. 24, 1954, ch. 910, §2, 68 Stat.
795; Pub. L. 85–615, §2, Aug. 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 545; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, §239, Nov. 6,
1978, 92 Stat. 2668; Pub. L. 98–353, title I, §110, July 10, 1984, 98 Stat. 342.)
§1361. Action to compel an officer of the United States to perform his duty
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any action in the nature of mandamus to
compel an officer or employee of the United States or any agency thereof to perform a duty owed
to the plaintiff.
(Added Pub. L. 87–748, §1(a), Oct. 5, 1962, 76 Stat. 744.)
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§1362. Indian tribes
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions, brought by any Indian tribe
or band with a governing body duly recognized by the Secretary of the Interior, wherein the matter
in controversy arises under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.
(Added Pub. L. 89–635, §1, Oct. 10, 1966, 80 Stat. 880.)
§1363. Jurors' employment rights
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action brought for the protection
of jurors' employment under section 1875 of this title.
(Added Pub. L. 95–572, §6(b)(1), Nov. 2, 1978, 92 Stat. 2457.)
§1364. Direct actions against insurers of members of diplomatic missions and their families
(a) The district courts shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction, without regard to the
amount in controversy, of any civil action commenced by any person against an insurer who by
contract has insured an individual, who is, or was at the time of the tortious act or omission, a
member of a mission (within the meaning of section 2(3) of the Diplomatic Relations Act (22
U.S.C. 254a(3))) or a member of the family of such a member of a mission, or an individual
described in section 19 of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations of
February 13, 1946, against liability for personal injury, death, or damage to property.
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(b) Any direct action brought against an insurer under subsection (a) shall be tried without a
jury, but shall not be subject to the defense that the insured is immune from suit, that the insured
is an indispensable party, or in the absence of fraud or collusion, that the insured has violated a
term of the contract, unless the contract was cancelled before the claim arose.
(Added Pub. L. 95–393, §7(a), Sept. 30, 1978, 92 Stat. 809; amended Pub. L. 97–241, title II,
§203(b)(4), Aug. 24, 1982, 96 Stat. 291; Pub. L. 100–204, title I, §138(a), Dec. 22, 1987, 101 Stat.
1347.)
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§1365. Senate actions
(a) The United States District Court for the District of Columbia shall have original jurisdiction,
without regard to the amount in controversy, over any civil action brought by the Senate or any
authorized committee or subcommittee of the Senate to enforce, to secure a declaratory judgment
concerning the validity of, or to prevent a threatened refusal or failure to comply with, any subpena
or order issued by the Senate or committee or subcommittee of the Senate to any entity acting or
purporting to act under color or authority of State law or to any natural person to secure the
production of documents or other materials of any kind or the answering of any deposition or
interrogatory or to secure testimony or any combination thereof. This section shall not apply to an
action to enforce, to secure a declaratory judgment concerning the validity of, or to prevent a
threatened refusal to comply with, any subpena or order issued to an officer or employee of the
executive branch of the Federal Government acting within his or her official capacity, except that
this section shall apply if the refusal to comply is based on the assertion of a personal privilege or
objection and is not based on a governmental privilege or objection the assertion of which has been
authorized by the executive branch of the Federal Government.
(b) Upon application by the Senate or any authorized committee or subcommittee of the Senate,
the district court shall issue an order to an entity or person refusing, or failing to comply with, or
threatening to refuse or not to comply with, a subpena or order of the Senate or committee or
subcommittee of the Senate requiring such entity or person to comply forthwith. Any refusal or
failure to obey a lawful order of the district court issued pursuant to this section may be held by
such court to be a contempt thereof. A contempt proceeding shall be commenced by an order to
show cause before the court why the entity or person refusing or failing to obey the court order
should not be held in contempt of court. Such contempt proceeding shall be tried by the court and
shall be summary in manner. The purpose of sanctions imposed as a result of such contempt
proceeding shall be to compel obedience to the order of the court. Process in any such action or
contempt proceeding may be served in any judicial district wherein the entity or party refusing, or
failing to comply, or threatening to refuse or not to comply, resides, transacts business, or may be
found, and subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend such proceeding may run into any
other district. Nothing in this section shall confer upon such court jurisdiction to affect by
injunction or otherwise the issuance or effect of any subpena or order of the Senate or any
committee or subcommittee of the Senate or to review, modify, suspend, terminate, or set aside
any such subpena or order. An action, contempt proceeding, or sanction brought or imposed
pursuant to this section shall not abate upon adjournment sine die by the Senate at the end of a
Congress if the Senate or the committee or subcommittee of the Senate which issued the subpena
or order certifies to the court that it maintains its interest in securing the documents, answers, or
testimony during such adjournment.
[(c) Repealed. Pub. L. 98–620, title IV, §402(29)(D), Nov. 8, 1984, 98 Stat. 3359.]
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(d) The Senate or any committee or subcommittee of the Senate commencing and prosecuting
a civil action or contempt proceeding under this section may be represented in such action by such
attorneys as the Senate may designate.
(e) A civil action commenced or prosecuted under this section, may not be authorized pursuant
to the Standing Order of the Senate "authorizing suits by Senate Committees" (S. Jour. 572, May
28, 1928).
(f) For the purposes of this section the term "committee" includes standing, select, or special
committees of the Senate established by law or resolution.
(Added Pub. L. 95–521, title VII, §705(f)(1), Oct. 26, 1978, 92 Stat. 1879, §1364; amended Pub.
L. 98–620, title IV, §402(29)(D), Nov. 8, 1984, 98 Stat. 3359; renumbered §1365, Pub. L. 99–
336, §6(a)(1)(B), June 19, 1986, 100 Stat. 638; Pub. L. 104–292, §4, Oct. 11, 1996, 110 Stat.
3460.)
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§1366. Construction of references to laws of the United States or Acts of Congress
For the purposes of this chapter, references to laws of the United States or Acts of Congress do
not include laws applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia.
(Added Pub. L. 91–358, title I, §172(c)(1), July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 590, §1363; renumbered
§1364, Pub. L. 95–572, §6(b)(1), Nov. 2, 1978, 92 Stat. 2456; renumbered §1366, Pub. L. 99–
336, §6(a)(1)(C), June 19, 1986, 100 Stat. 639.)
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§1367. Supplemental jurisdiction
(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) or as expressly provided otherwise by Federal
statute, in any civil action of which the district courts have original jurisdiction, the district courts
shall have supplemental jurisdiction over all other claims that are so related to claims in the action
within such original jurisdiction that they form part of the same case or controversy under Article
III of the United States Constitution. Such supplemental jurisdiction shall include claims that
involve the joinder or intervention of additional parties.
(b) In any civil action of which the district courts have original jurisdiction founded solely
on section 1332 of this title, the district courts shall not have supplemental jurisdiction under
subsection (a) over claims by plaintiffs against persons made parties under Rule 14, 19, 20, or 24
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, or over claims by persons proposed to be joined as
plaintiffs under Rule 19 of such rules, or seeking to intervene as plaintiffs under Rule 24 of such
rules, when exercising supplemental jurisdiction over such claims would be inconsistent with the
jurisdictional requirements of section 1332.
(c) The district courts may decline to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over a claim under
subsection (a) if—
(1) the claim raises a novel or complex issue of State law,
(2) the claim substantially predominates over the claim or claims over which the district court
has original jurisdiction,
(3) the district court has dismissed all claims over which it has original jurisdiction, or
(4) in exceptional circumstances, there are other compelling reasons for declining jurisdiction.
(d) The period of limitations for any claim asserted under subsection (a), and for any other claim
in the same action that is voluntarily dismissed at the same time as or after the dismissal of the
claim under subsection (a), shall be tolled while the claim is pending and for a period of 30 days
after it is dismissed unless State law provides for a longer tolling period.
(e) As used in this section, the term "State" includes the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the United States.
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(Added Pub. L. 101–650, title III, §310(a), Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5113.)
§1368. Counterclaims in unfair practices in international trade.
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action based on a counterclaim
raised pursuant to section 337(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930, to the extent that it arises out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party's claim in the proceeding
under section 337(a) of that Act.
(Added Pub. L. 103–465, title III, §321(b)(3)(A), Dec. 8, 1994, 108 Stat. 4946.)
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§1369. Multiparty, multiforum jurisdiction
(a) In General.—The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action involving
minimal diversity between adverse parties that arises from a single accident, where at least 75
natural persons have died in the accident at a discrete location, if—
(1) a defendant resides in a State and a substantial part of the accident took place in another
State or other location, regardless of whether that defendant is also a resident of the State where
a substantial part of the accident took place;
(2) any two defendants reside in different States, regardless of whether such defendants are
also residents of the same State or States; or
(3) substantial parts of the accident took place in different States.
(b) Limitation of Jurisdiction of District Courts.—The district court shall abstain from hearing
any civil action described in subsection (a) in which—
(1) the substantial majority of all plaintiffs are citizens of a single State of which the primary
defendants are also citizens; and
(2) the claims asserted will be governed primarily by the laws of that State.
(c) Special Rules and Definitions.—For purposes of this section—
(1) minimal diversity exists between adverse parties if any party is a citizen of a State and
any adverse party is a citizen of another State, a citizen or subject of a foreign state, or a foreign
state as defined in section 1603(a) of this title;
(2) a corporation is deemed to be a citizen of any State, and a citizen or subject of any foreign
state, in which it is incorporated or has its principal place of business, and is deemed to be a
resident of any State in which it is incorporated or licensed to do business or is doing business;
(3) the term "injury" means—
(A) physical harm to a natural person; and
(B) physical damage to or destruction of tangible property, but only if physical harm
described in subparagraph (A) exists;
(4) the term "accident" means a sudden accident, or a natural event culminating in an accident,
that results in death incurred at a discrete location by at least 75 natural persons; and
(5) the term "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
and any territory or possession of the United States.
(d) Intervening Parties.—In any action in a district court which is or could have been brought,
in whole or in part, under this section, any person with a claim arising from the accident described
in subsection (a) shall be permitted to intervene as a party plaintiff in the action, even if that person
could not have brought an action in a district court as an original matter.
(e) Notification of Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation.—A district court in which an action
under this section is pending shall promptly notify the judicial panel on multidistrict litigation of
the pendency of the action.
(Added Pub. L. 107–273, div. C, title I, §11020(b)(1)(A), Nov. 2, 2002, 116 Stat. 1826.)
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